
As I sat yesterday contemplating the inauguration, the continued media bias, and 

history, I got to thinking.  Many of you may recall those days in school when suddenly 

we were told to get under our desks and cover our heads and ears.  These "drills" were 

to prepare us for "hot" warfare during the "Cold War" era. 

  

The "Cold War" is said to have started in 1947.  On the surface, it was a non-declared 

war between the US and Russia over political domination of eastern Europe.  However, 

beneath the surface it was a war between democracy and communism.  Although this 

ware on communism was said to have started in 1947, it actually started in 1919 with 

the formation of the Communist Party USA.   

  

Since 1919, communists have been actively involved in subverting our democracy.  The 
end of the "Cold War" was declared in 1991.  However communists, both foreign and in 
the US, covertly continued pushing their socialist agenda.  A few days ago, they won a 
major battle.  The war however is not over, it just come out from under the covers of 
lies, deceit, and treachery.  Make no mistake about it, we are and have been at WAR!  

Welcome to a New Era 

Recently a new US president was installed.  The media stated that his inauguration 

speech was the greatest since Abraham Lincoln (16th US president).  Biden is the 46th 

president.  That means that there were 30 presidents between him and Lincoln.  Out of 

those 30 presidents eleven (11) were Democrats.  What the media means is that none 

of those 11 Democrat presidents made any good inaugural speeches.   

Yet, the media, and probably the left also, discard one of the greatest Democratic 

inaugural speeches ever made in modern history.  That speech took place in 1961 

when John F. Kennedy uttered the words, “Ask not what your country can do for you, 

ask what you can do for your country.” 

So, why was Kennedy’s speech ignored?  Why is it that both Obama and Biden, and the 

media, latched onto Lincoln’s second inaugural speech.  IMHO it was primarily done in 

an attempt to chain the black vote to the left and socialism.  Time will prove if this will 

work or not. 

There is also another reason.  Kennedy’s speech and subsequent actions were very 

much akin to what Trump tried to do.  Again IMHO both presidents wanted the 

American people to have pride in their country, to support the foundations that our 

founding fathers established in the Constitution and Bill of Rights.  Both were equally for 

the protection of our nation and the development of a thriving economic environment. 



In the next four years I believe we will see a disastrous shift in the American way of life.  

Gone will be the desire to achieve and excel.  Gone will be the morals and ethics that 

make for good citizenship.  Gone will be an accounting of government by the people. 

To understand the socialist impact of this new era, we need to understand that what will 

be happening is not a matter of change.  It is a ripping away and discarding the words 

and intent of our nation’s Declaration of Independence, and the preamble of our US 

Constitution and Bill of Rights. 

If some country or government were to attempt to impose its socialistic government 

upon our nation, we would go to war with that country or government.  Each president of 

the US takes an oath to “preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United 

States.”  This oath is different from that made by other government officials and the 

military.  In that oath, the words, “against all enemies, foreign and domestic,” are added. 

Anyone trying to change the American way of life, based on our founding documents, is 

an enemy of the state.  This includes those who or US citizens.  As such, make no 

mistake about it, we should be at WAR with the socialist.  Their actions are not a matter 

of change or difference of opinion or approach.  Their actions are none other than a 

declaration of war upon our country. 
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